
2 Plasma Ball devices 

Working on Batteries or Power Supply

Plasmaphire Shipping Content



1 Bluetooth receiver 

2 audio jack cables 

1 Y cable 

1 USB power cable

Plasmaphire Shipping Content



2 X 12V batteries 

2 DC cables 

1 Voltage tester

Plasmaphire Shipping Content



2 US adapters (if needed)

2 battery chargers 
(with green/red LED light)

2 Power Supplies 
  

To use the Plasma balls 
with power supply 
(NOT to be used  

to charge batteries)

Plasmaphire Shipping Content



Pack for Batteries

Plasmaphire Shipping Content



Battery pack content

Plasmaphire Shipping Content



Bluetooth receiver and cables 

Plasmaphire Shipping Content



Connecting the Battery to the ball

Plasmaphire setting & connections

To avoid power supply  
EMF pollution, 

It is better to use batteries  
instead of power supply 

Make sure the batteries are correctly charged.


Better to charge during the night 

and wait until the red light of the clever charger turns to green


When correctly fully charged, you can run the balls 

for more than 3 hours before charging again.


Never use the batteries if voltage is below 11.5 Volt



Bluetooth receiver and cables 

Plasmaphire setting & connections



Plasma Balls 
Should be placed 1,5 - 2 meters  away from each other 

Plasmaphire setting & connections

1.5 - 2 meters

Never place the balls on the floor if your floor is made of concrete.


The 2 balls will talk to each other through the metal grid of the concrete 

and you will loose part of the benefit of the waves.


In this case, place the balls on a small box or a small furniture




Plasmaphire setting & connections

Make sure  
the cables are free  

and do not cross over 

BAD

1.5 - 2 meters

BAD



Plasmaphire setting & connections

Bluetooth receiver  
Should be  

selected and paired  
In iPhone/iPad 

SETTINGS



Open FlameinMind or FlameinSound app 

1

2

3

1. Select lower right button (1)

2. Touch the button (2) up to COIL & PLASMA display

3. Press PLAY button (3)

4. Increase/decrease the Volume 


  of your iPhone/iPad 

(small buttons on one side of your device)


The Balls should light up/light down 

While playing a session,  
do not use a too high Volume. 

Better to select a volume  
where you can see  

the best movements in the light waves



Do not forget to remove metal parts

(Rings, bracelet, necklace,…)

Plasma Ball devices are NOT recommended if you have a pacemaker

If you decide to use this device at your own risks, 


you should place the balls at least 2 meters away from your body

During first days of use,

Do not use the device for more than 10 -15 minutes 


and take one day off between the sessions

Plasma Balls are creating an Electro-Magnetic field. Electronic devices can interact with this field.

Although it is possible to use Brain waves and HRV sensors inside the field, 


we recommend not place these devices too close to the balls.




During a session

If sitting

(On the floor or on a chair)

0.5 - 1 meters 0.5 - 1 meters

Always place the balls At LEFT & RIGHT of the body

Plasma Ball devices are NOT recommended if you have a pacemaker

If you decide to use this device at your own risks, 


you should place the balls at least 2 meters away from your body



During a session
If lying (On the floor or on a table)

0.3 - 0.5 meters 0.3 - 0.5 meters

Always place the balls at LEFT & RIGHT of the body 
  

NOT one above the head and the other below your feet

For a whole body session, place the balls close to Pelvis (hara)
For a specific part of the body, place the balls close to the related part

Plasma Ball devices are NOT recommended if you have a pacemaker

If you decide to use this device at your own risks, 


you should place the balls at least 2 meters away from your body















https://craniosacral-app.com/flameinmind/flameinsound/plasma_vibes.html 
For more…

https://craniosacral-app.com/flameinmind/flameinsound/plasma_vibes.html

